
Oregon vs. Nebraska 
NCAA Second Round – Dec. 7, 2013 
Lincoln, Neb.  
 
Oregon Head Coach Jim Moore 
On Nebraska 
“Kelsey Robinson and Kadie Rolfzen went off. I thought of switching it up in game three, 
but I didn’t do that. I know that Canace Finley did a pretty good job. We kept Robinson 
somewhat in check; she didn’t turn around and hit .333 like Kadie Rolfzen did. I think the 
game came down to serving and passing. They passed awesome. They served well 
against us, and we didn’t pass as well as they did.” 
 
On whether tonight felt like a second round match 
“No, it didn’t. I think that it’s unfortunate that this was a second round match. I thought 
that was pretty high level volleyball. To say these are two teams that should be meeting 
in the second round, I’m not sure that should’ve happened. I’ll leave it at that.” 
 
On Mary Pollmiller 
“They played great, and when you play that well, the setter is the quarterback. They 
usually do play well.” 
 
On Meghan Haggerty and if she caused frustration for Oregon 
“Yes, a little bit of our frustration. We had to defend it. One, give credit to them. Give 
credit to the setter, but our pin blockers ran away instead of helping out. Finally towards 
the end we were talking about that. It’s been sort of an Achilles heel. Our serving and 
that one piece of our blocking was our Achilles heel all year long in that our pin blockers 
would run away. We didn’t stay in to help. Tonight it wasn’t quite as quick. They get up 
a lot higher, and now they can get up and pick spots. They just took us apart right 
there.” 
 
Liz Brenner 
On making adjustments 
"I think we would just make one error and then we would just let that get to us. and it 
would end up making us have another error until it spiraled out of control. But they took 
advantage of that and really pressed forward." 
 
Martenne Bettendorf 
On Nebraska's blocking 
"They were getting over. They had a really good block. They are tough, and they played 
really well, so as far as their blocking went they are pretty solid. They made it pretty 
difficult for us but overall I thought their blocking was pretty solid, and obviously you 
can tell they have been working on it." 
 
On feeling frustrated tonight 



"Obviously there is a frustration when that happens to you, but that is a part of the 
game. It is a part of what we do as an outside hitter. We take that chance and 
sometimes we get blocked; sometimes we get a lot of balls back. It is just something you 
adjust to."  
 


